Hearl Maxwell,
Sec'y L.U. 2397,
Mulberry, Kansas

Dear Sir and Brother:

Following is report on cases taken up at Mine #19 Sheridan.

Case of Bill Ridley demanding job on Motor, settled by giving Ridley job on Motor in 2nd North.

Ed Gibson demanding one day's compensation for November 2nd, settled by company agreeing to pay this shift.

Sam Locasto demanding 7½ ton of coal and $10.00 for tools which were lost by room caving in. No settlement reached on this case at this time.

Henry Hallecourt demands 1½ shifts for pailing water and ½ shift for rock. This man is to be paid ½ shift for the rock, and the company agrees to carry out his agreement with the man in regards to water, which he made with this man to the affect that he receive fifty cents per day for every day that the man works. The pit committee verified the foreman's statement to the extent that they knew this agreement was made.

Lucian Canon demanding $15.00 for rock and rolls. Foreman offered $4.00 on this work. This case was settled by the foreman agreeing to pay $9.50.

Billy Cann demanding job on Motor. The Mine Foreman and myself have failed to agree on this case up to this time, but will proceed to get this case finally disposed of as soon as possible.

Henry Reynard demanding his employment at #19. This case is still under investigation. Any information that can be produced by any members of your local will be appreciated.

Yours truly, 

Dan O'Donnell
Vice-Pres.